Welcome - Lois
  • Apparently Hofai’s ear hurts
  • Apologies
    ◦ Ivo, for attending
    ◦ Simon
    ◦ Kira
    ◦ Patrick - rehearsing for another show. Also a jerk.

Feedback for Sex, Drugs and the Holy Grail: The King Arthur Experience (sd&hg;tkae)
  • Audience loved Quincy and Bores
  • Future pantos should include more song/dance numbers
  • Various church groups enjoyed the show - work harder to offend next time!
  • sd&hg;tkae made Jo’s dad teary
  • An audience member says David has nice legs when he’s drunk. It is unclear who the drunkard is.

Jack Award
  • Nominations
    ◦ Adam nominates Ryan for surreptitiously smuggling "Road Beers" and cleverly evading the long arm of the law with sheer cunning. 2nd by everyone
    ◦ Noemie nominates Brad for making it a Freddo night. 2nd Lois.
    ◦ Brad nominates Lois for assisting in Freddo night. 2nd Adelaide.
    ◦ Adelaide nominates John's patient neighbours. Withdrawn.
    ◦ Brad noms Ivo's balls. 2nd Sally.
  • Voting
    ◦ Ryan wins by a margin of everyone to pity vote.

Committee Elections
  • El Presidente
    ◦ Sam nominates Rob. 2nd Jo.
    ◦ Rob elected unopposed.
  • President of Vice
    ◦ Ellie nominates Adam. Declined.
    ◦ Lois nominates Sally. 2nd Jo.
    ◦ Andrew “Grain” Connell nominates Bradley Walker. Declined.
    ◦ Ivo noms himself.
    ◦ Sally is elected.
  • Treasurer
    ◦ Ivo nominates Jack. Declined.
    ◦ Noemie nominates herself. 2nd Sam.
    ◦ Noemie elected unopposed.
  • Sexretary
    ◦ Ivo noms himself. 2nd Sally.
    ◦ Jo nominates Ellie. 2nd Adam.
    ◦ Ivo is elected.
  • Biscuit Wenches (OCM)
    ◦ Ivo nominates Ellie. 2nd Sam.
    ◦ Jo nominates Sarah. 2nd Rob.
    ◦ Nicola nominates Emily. 2nd Liam.
    ◦ Jess nominates herself. 2nd Sam.
    ◦ Ellie, Emily and Jess are elected.
  • Webwench
    ◦ Adam elected unopposed.

Pitches for next Panto
  • Pitches
    ◦ Jo: Newsroom/Romeo and Juliet Crossover
    ◦ Lois: Scooby Doo origins
    ◦ Sarah: General Vampiryness
    ◦ Adam: Saturday Cartoons. Pantomon.
• Bradley: Macbeth in space.
  • lol Bradley
  • Brad: Gritty Prince Charming reboot.

  ◦ Voting
  • Macbeth in space voted in with 25 votes. Next closest is Pantomon, with 21.

• Date for next Panto
  ◦ Production week pencilled in for 19th - 26th September

• Production Committee Elections
  ◦ Director(s)
    • Adam nominates Adam and Sam. Elected unopposed.
  ◦ Producer(s)
    • Everyone nominates Emma. She declines.
    • Becky is nominated
    • Sarah is nominated
    • Emily, Adelaide, Lindsey nominate as a Team.
    • Sarah and Becky combine their nominations to form a team.
    • Raph suggests voting for producers as individuals, and then forming groups.
    • There is concern voiced about people feeling rail-roaded into partnerships, due to social difficulty of declining a partnership in front of the group.
    • Jo remakes Raph's point. Producers to be voted on individually, and Ivo will ask each nominee in private whom they would be happy to work with.
    • Rob suggests that since there are lots of inexperienced people on production committee this semester, we should elect three producers.
      • Lindsey, Emily and Sarah are elected.
  ◦ Stage Manager
    • Adam nominates Raph. 2nd everyone.
    • Lois nominates Lachlan. 2nd Ivo.
    • Raph elected.
  ◦ Costumator(s)
    • Tina is nominated
    • BecBec is nominated
    • Lois and BecBec nominate as a team
    • Lois withdraws
    • BecBec and Tina elected as a team, unopposed.
  ◦ Head Writer(s)
    • Adam nominates Bradley and Kira.
      • Nicola is NOT Kira.
    • Ivo noms himself. Withdraws (wtf?)
    • Someone nominates Nicola and Rob. Both decline.
    • Bradley and Kira elected.
      • Email will be sent to members so that they can sign up for writing team

• Other Business
  ◦ After After Party
    • A thread will be set up on the forum to discuss/vote for a theme and venue.
  ◦ Christmas Panto
    • Rob explains the idea. General agreement that it is "good".
      • PG rated, more accessible to the general public
      • Possibility of using someone else's script for first one, or should we write our own?
    • It is getting late, so an email will be sent to members. Anyone interested in organizing/contributing to the christmas panto should respond.

• Close